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Various strategies are described and compared for measurement
of one-bond JNH and JNC* splittings in larger proteins. In order to
evaluate the inherent resolution obtainable in the various experi-
ments, relaxation rates of 15N–1HN coupled and heteronuclear

ecoupled resonances were measured at 600- and 800-MHz field
trengths for both perdeuterated and protonated proteins. A com-
arison of decay rates for the two 15N–{HN} doublet components

shows average ratios of 4.8 and 3.5 at 800- and 600-MHz 1H
requency, respectively, in the perdeuterated proteins. For the
rotonated proteins these ratios are 3.2 (800 MHz) and 2.4 (600
Hz). Relative to the regular HSQC experiment, the enhancement

n TROSY 15N resolution is 2.6 (perdeuterated; 800 MHz), 2.0
perdeuterated; 600 MHz), 2.1 (protonated; 800 MHz), and 1.7
protonated; 600 MHz). For the 1H dimension, the upfield 1HN–

{15N} component on average relaxes slower than the downfield
1HN–{15N} component by a factor of 1.8 (perdeuterated; 800 MHz)
nd 1.6 (perdeuterated; 600 MHz). The poor resolution for the
pfield 15N–{1H} doublet component in slowly tumbling proteins
akes it advantageous to derive the JNH splitting from the differ-

nce in frequency between the narrow downfield 15N doublet com-
onent and either the 1H-decoupled 15N resonance or the peak
osition in an experiment which J-scales the frequency of the

upfield doublet component but maintains some of the advantages
of the TROSY experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION

A variety of different approaches have been propose
extend solution NMR to larger proteins (1–11). A combination
of heteronuclear triple resonance NMR with perdeutera
(5–10) is particularly powerful in this respect and make
possible to obtain backbone resonance assignments for sy
of up to 50 kDa (11–14). Recent experiments which ta

dvantage of relaxation interference can extend this range
urther (9, 15–18). However, the lower proton spin density
uch perdeuterated proteins also results in a dramatic d
he number of observable NOE interactions. Although this
e mitigated to some extent by reintroducing proton
ethyl groups in such proteins (7), which typically provide

invaluable long-range NOE constraints, this NOE informa
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remains too limited for defining the molecular structure at
accuracy (19).

Next to NOE constraints, residual one-bond dipolar c
lings, which can be measured in weakly oriented macro
cules, also hold considerable potential for increasing th
uracy of molecular structures (20–24). With the introduction
f a dilute nematic liquid crystal medium consisting of orien
hospholipid particles commonly known as bicelles (25, 26),

which can be used to induce alignment of a protein in
aqueous phase, measurement of dipolar couplings has b
much easier (27–29). Other media have also been propo

hich widen the area of applicability even further (30–34).
For many proteins the15N–1H HSQC spectra are reasona

well resolved. Because the ratio of the heteronuclear15N–1H
dipolar coupling over the15N linewidth is favorable, one-bon
1DNH couplings are usually the easiest to measure. How
when shifting to larger proteins the effect of interference
tween the15N chemical shift anisotropy and one-bond15N–1H
dipolar coupling relaxation mechanisms results in very di
ent linewidths of the two15N–{ 1H} doublet component
(35, 36). Thus, although the downfield doublet compon
remains relatively sharp, even for larger proteins, the up
component is typically much broader, depending on
strength of the magnetic field and the magnitude and ori
tion of the CSA tensor of the15N in question. This differentia
relaxation mechanism is used to great advantage in
TROSY-based experiments, which selectively detect only
narrowest of the heteronuclear multiplet compon
(9, 16, 37) and greatly increase spectral resolution relativ
their conventional, non-TROSY analogs. However, the a
racy at which1DNH can be measured from a F1-coupled15N–1H

SQC spectrum is primarily determined by the accurac
hich the frequency of the broad upfield15N–1H double

component can be determined. For larger proteins, wher
linewidth of this doublet component can be forbiddingly la
this can adversely affect spectral resolution and sensitivity
thereby the accuracy at which the one-bond1H–15N dipolar
couplings can be measured. Here, we show that it ca
advantageous to obtain the dipolar coupling from the di
ence in 15N frequency in a TROSY spectrum and in a
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185ONE-BOND COUPLINGS IN PROTEINS
coupled HSQC spectrum or from a 3D TROSY-HNCO an
novel J-scaled TROSY-HNCO spectrum.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples and Hardware Used

The methods for measurement of15N–1H couplings wer
tested for seven different samples: (1) 1 mM15N/13C-labeled
ubiquitin (76 residues, 8.6 kD), pH 6.5, 10 mM phosph
buffer; (2) 1.5 mM 15N/13C/2H-labeled ubiquitin, pH 6.5, 1

M phosphate buffer; (3) 0.5 mM15N-labeled ubiquitin, pH
6.5, 10 mM phosphate buffer, in a 5% w/v bicelle medi
with [DMPC]:[DHPC]:[CTAB] 5 30:10:1; (4) 1.5 mM o
15N-labeled N-terminal domain of Enzyme I (EIN, 259 re-
dues, 30 kDa), 40 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5; (5) 0.8
of 15N/13C/2H-labeled EIN, 40 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7
6) as (5), but also including 25 mg/ml bacteriophagefd; (7)
.7 mM of a 15N-Tyr-labeled Fab fragment of the TE33 an-

body, raised against cholera toxin and kindly provided by P
J. Anglister. All samples were dissolved in 93% H2O, 7% D2O,
in 270-ml thin-wall Shigemi microcells. Thefd-containing EIN
sample was 2 years old and showed signs of substantia

FIG. 1. Pulse schemes for the cpd-HNCO and TROSY-HNCO expe
ulse phases arex, unless otherwise indicated. The experiment can be con

included) and corresponding closely to the pulse scheme of Kayet al. (40) o
etween square brackets), yielding the scheme of Yang and Kay (18). Tempe

end of each transient, such that the average amount of1HN power per unit of
TROSY-HNCO the average1H RF power is the same as in the cpd-HNCO.

ut could be compensated for in a similar manner, if necessary. If measu
applied duringt2 evolution, must be omitted. Note that accurate measure
is the length of thet2 acquisition time. Both schemes include water-flip-
(TROSY-HNCO). Delay durations:t 5 2.6 ms;d 5 5.3 ms;D 5 250 ms; T
and the parametersa andb are chosen such thata 5 TN/t2max anda1b 5 1.
receiver5 x,2(2x),x. Quadrature detection in thet1 dimension is obtained
Rance–Kay method, altering the polarity of gradient G4 and invertingf4 (44).
of G1 5 1.1 ms; G25 0.7 ms; G35 1.3 ms; G45 2.7 ms; G55 1.0 ms; G
described here, decoupling of the13C9 and 13Ca resonances during1H data a
these1HN–13C9 couplings can be rather large.
a

e

,

f.

ro-

teolysis of the C-terminal flexible tail, resulting in extens
resonance overlap in the region near 8 ppm1H frequency, bu
with well-resolved resonances corresponding to peak pos
in fresh EIN samples outside this region.

Experiments were carried out on Bruker DMX6
DMX750, and DRX800 spectrometers, all equipped with
ple-resonance, three-axis pulsed field gradient probehead
measurements on EIN were carried out at 40°C, experim
on the Fab fragment at 37°C, and measurements on ubiqu
7°C, except for ubiquitin measurements in the bicelle med
which were carried out at 35°C. All spectra were processed
analyzed using the software package NMRPipe (38).

ulse Sequences

In order to maximize sensitivity, all pulse schemes
easurement ofJ splittings included water-flip-back (39).
ulse schemes in which composite-pulse decoupling was
ad this1H decoupling sequence bracketed by two 90° pu

(e.g., Fig. 1), in order to cause spin locking of the1H2O
magnetization instead of dephasing and saturation of the
magnetization (40). Schemes used for measurement of tr
erse relaxation rates did not include the water-flip-back

ents. Narrow and wide pulses correspond to 90° and 180° flip angles, r
ted in the1HN–15N cpd-decoupled mode (with the1H pulses between square brack
the TROSY-HNCO manner (by deleting the1H pulses and15N decoupling

re compensation is obtained by1H irradiation off-resonance by 200 kHz at
e remains constant during the cpd-HNCO experiment, and to ensure tha
ating resulting from15N decoupling was found to be negligible in our experime
ent of the15N–13C9 and1HN–13C9 J splittings is desirable, the shaped13C9 180° pulse
t of this splitting typically requires at2max value greater than ca. 100 ms, wheret2max

k, either by active water-flip-back pulses (cpd-HNCO) or by radiation
16.8 ms. The15N t2 evolution period is of the semi-constant-time type (46),
se cycling:f 1 5 y (for Bruker spectrometers);f 2 5 2x,2(2x); f 3 5 x,2x;
h the States–TPPI phase incrementation off3 and in thet2 dimension with th
radients are sine-bell shaped with peak amplitudes of 30 G/Cm, and dur
1.0 ms; G75 0.2 ms; G85 0.075 ms. Although not used in the experime
isition is recommended (58), particularly in the liquid crystalline phase whe
rim
duc
r in
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186 KONTAXIS, CLORE, AND BAX
ture because the efficiency of water-flip-back depends s
what on the duration of the (variable) transverse relaxa
delays and thereby could alter the apparent decay rate. In
longitudinal magnetization of both protein and water is ef
tively zero at the start of the FID, i.e., all1H magnetizatio
recovers from the same saturated state for all durations o
relaxation delay.

Temperature Compensation

As the aim of the experiments is to extract theJ splitting
from the difference in peak position in two separate exp
ments, it is essential that the sample conditions are as sim
possible. Even when experiments are recorded in an
leaved or back-to-back manner, small differences in sa
temperature can result from differences in the average r
frequency power applied to the sample in the two experim
The degree of sample heating increases dramatically
frequency, and1H decoupling in particular can significan
aise the sample temperature, even when using small
ycles (,10%) and low power (;1 W). An easy way to avoi

difference in temperature relies on the introduction
ummy, off-resonance1H irradiation in the experiment whic

has the least amount of power dissipation, such that the av
irradiation power becomes the same for both experiments41).

uch temperature compensation procedures were used
xperiments described here. Temperature compensation
ally was accomplished by irradiating with an 8-kHz cont
us wave1H RF field, 200 kHz downfield from the spect
egion of interest.

easurement of15N Decay Rates

Effective 15N transverse magnetization decay constants
measured using both one-dimensional (all samples) and
dimensional methods (ubiquitin). The upfield and downfi
15N doublet components decay constants were measur
separate TROSY experiments, using phase cycling to s
either the downfield or the upfield doublet component (42, 43),
selecting the upfield1H doublet component during the det-
tion period. A15N 180° pulse was added at the midpoint of

eriod which normally serves as the15N evolution period
Similarly, for the cpd-HSQC experiment, a 180° pulse
used at the midpoint of the15N evolution period, and 180
1H/15N pulses during the 1/(2JNH) periods bracketing the d-
oupling sequence were omitted. The reverse INEPT cont
WATERGATE water suppression element (44) instead o
ance–Kay coherence selection (45). For the regular HSQC
lso containing a WATERGATE-type reverse INEPT trans

15N 180° pulse was used at the midpoint of the reg
evolution period, and two 180°1H pulses were inserted at tim
points corresponding to one quarter and three quarters o
evolution period, ensuring that a15N spin is coupled for equ
amounts of time to a proton in theua. and ub. spin states
e-
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Relaxation times were derived from the decay rates of res
resonances downfield of 8.5 ppm.

Transverse relaxation rates for the up- and downfield15N
doublet components in2H/13C/15N ubiquitin were also mea-
sured using a two-dimensional sequence, with aD-180°(15N)-D
period preceding the regular evolution period in the TRO
(or anti-TROSY) experiment. For each type of measurem
(1D, 2D, TROSY, HSQC) transverse decay periods wer
lected on the basis of preliminary measurement, so that
covered a range between zero and two times the estim
average decay times.

Measurement of1HN Decay Rates

Transverse relaxation rates for the up- and downfield1HN

doublet components in2H/13C/15N ubiquitin were measure
using a slightly modified HSQC experiment. A 90°15N purge
pulse is added at the point where15N decoupling and1HN data

cquisition is normally started and, after this purge puls
ATERGATE spin-echo sequence (44), with a range of dif

erent durations for the de- and rephasing delays, was us
easure the decay of the down- and upfield1HN double

components. The weak 90° pulses in the WATERGATE
quence were set to 0.9 ms, yielding an effective bandwid
60.7 ppm around the water where less than 15% of
residual 1Ha spins in the perdeuterated protein are inver
thereby effectively suppressing1H–1H J modulation during th
WATERGATE sequence.

cpd-HSQC

The cpd-HSQC sequence of Ottiger and Bax (46) was mod
ified by adding a Rance–Kay style sensitivity enhancem
transfer from15N to 1HN instead of the reverse INEPT used
the earlier study. Temperature compensation was impleme
as discussed above, in order to ensure that the total amo
RF heating per scan remains constant (41).

D-TROSY

The standard TROSY scheme of Pervushinet al. (37) was
sed, but with temperature compensation added. To this e
200-kHz off-resonance irradiation period was added a

nd of each FID for the same duration and at the same p
s that used for temperature compensation in the firstt1 incre-

ment of the complementary cpd-HSQC experiment, desc
above.

IPAP-HSQC

Separation of downfield and upfield15N doublet componen
of interleaved in-phase and antiphase HSQC spectra wa
complished using the IPAP-HSQC method, as described
viously (47).
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187ONE-BOND COUPLINGS IN PROTEINS
cpd-HNCO

A cpd-HNCO spectrum was recorded using the p
scheme of Fig. 1. This scheme is essentially identical to
sequence of Kayet al. (40) except for the use of a sem
onstant-time15N evolution period (48) and the use of 180

13Ca pulses instead of SEDUCE-style13Ca decoupling durin
15N evolution. Also, temperature compensation was use
order to ensure that the total amount of1H RF heating per un
of time remains constant throughout the entire pulse sch

TROSY-HNCO

TROSY-HNCO spectra were recorded using the schem
Fig. 1, with the bracketed1H irradiation and15N decoupling

mitted. This then is the same scheme as that propos
ang and Kay (18), except that no active flip-back pulse
pplied after the first INEPT, and passive radiation dampi
sed to return H2O magnetization to the positivez axis. Also

semi-constant-time15N evolution is used and when the data
to be compared with those of the cpd-HNCO experim
off-resonance1H irradiation at the end of the acquisition tim
is used for temperature compensation, such that the av
1H-irradiation per unit of time is the same in the two exp-

ents. When the TROSY-HNCO spectrum is to be comp
ith the J-scaled TROSY-HNCO spectrum (see below),

ecorded without this temperature compensation feature.

-Scaled TROSY-HNCO

J-scaled TROSY-HNCO spectra were recorded with
ulse scheme of Fig. 2. This pulse scheme is compl

FIG. 2. Three-dimensionalJ-scaled TROSY-HNCO sequence. The s
additional1H 180° pulse during the constant-time15N evolution period, follo
15N doublet component that is converted into the upfield1HN component, an
final transfer of magnetization from15N to 1HN. The experiment can be ca
hown. The pulse sequence yields an15N frequency atdN–aJNH/2, whereJNH

cycling and gradients are the same as for Fig. 1. Antiphase gradients G
t180, wheret180 is the duration of the 180°1H pulse).
e
e

in

e.

of

by
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t,

ge
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analogous to the regular TROSY-HNCO scheme, discu
above, but interchanges the down- and upfield15N double
components at timed 1 (1 1 a)t2/2 prior to the end of the15N
evolution period. For most of the duration where15N is trans-
verse (4TN 2d 2 (1 1 a)t2/2), however, it relaxes with th
favorable15N downfield doublet componentT2, improving its
sensitivity. Note that for longert2 durations passive suppre-
sion decreases, resulting in a correlation between the dow
15N doublet component and the downfield1HN component

alculations and experimental results indicate that this pe
- to 10-fold weaker than the resonance of interest. If
resence of these weak spurious resonances does pre
roblem, active suppression using the S3E approach (49) can

be used, at the expense of a small cost in signal-to-noise17).
Immediately prior to the 90f4

15N pulse, theJ evolution of
the downfield 15N component equals2JNH[at2 1 d]/2. The
duration ofd is chosen very short (0.6 ms) to accommod
application of gradient pulse G9, which serves to preve
radiation damping of the inverted water magnetization.
t2-independent phase,2JNHd/2, corresponds to a small pha
error of approximately 17° in the F2 dimension of the 3D
spectrum, which is easily corrected for during the data
cessing stage.

For t2 increments where the delay between the last G9 and
subsequent G5 gradient pulse becomes longer than abou
ms, it is beneficial to insert another pair of long, weak grad
of opposite polarity and equal strength between this G9 gradi-
ent and the next 90°15N pulse. This prevents the onset
radiation damping of the inverted water magnetization.

For proteins with very fast relaxation of the upfield15N

me is almost identical to the TROSY-HNCO scheme of Fig. 1, but in
d by a 90°1H pulse, which ensures that it is the upfield (instead of downfi
hich also results in a net 180° rotation of the water from2z to 1z during the
out in the mixed-constant-time mode (Fig. 1) or in the constant-time m

otes the sum of the dipolar and scalar contribution to the splitting. All p
re 600ms each, with no additional time for gradient recovery (i.e., 2d 5 1.2 ms1
che
we
d w

rried
den
9 a
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188 KONTAXIS, CLORE, AND BAX
component, it may be beneficial to use a scaling facta
smaller than 1. For example, ifa is set to zero, the15N
resonance appears at its1H-decoupled position, and the sp-
ting measured relative to TROSY-HNCO equalsJNH/2. This
will increase resolution in the15N dimension relative to usin
a 5 1, but decrease the splitting. In practice,a values smalle
han one should be considered if exp(22TNR2) , ;0.2, where

2 refers to the15N relaxation rate of the upfield15N double
component. For such slowly tumbling proteins, it is benefi
for both sensitivity and resolution to adjusta, such tha
exp[2(1 1 a)TNR2)] ' 0.2. As the minimum separation b-
ween the 180°15N and 180°1H pulse is determined by th
duration of gradient G4, the maximum value ofa is actually
slightly smaller than 1, unless for longt2 values special pre-
autions are taken in the pulse sequence to switch G4
osition after the1H 180° pulse.

RESOLUTION AND SENSITIVITY CONSIDERATIONS

A wide range of different pulse schemes can be use
measure1H–15N scalar and dipolar couplings. Although sp-
tings can be measured in the1HN or 15N dimensions, or i
hybrids thereof, resolution in hertz (and thereby the accu
of the measured splitting) is generally best in the15N dimen-
sion (see below). Optimal choice of the pulse scheme
depends strongly on the system to be studied and on the
strength available. Below, the accuracy at which a reson
position can be determined is discussed, and the most im
tant resolution and sensitivity considerations are briefly s
marized.

Accuracy of Peak Picking

The accuracy at which a peak position can be determin
the presence of noise was evaluated using simulated, exp
tially decaying time domain data in the presence of Gau
distributed noise. To a good approximation, the accuracy
peak position was found to increase linearly with theS/Nratio,

nd data presented here correspond to aS/N5 20 (peak heigh
ivided by the root-mean-squared noise in the frequency
ain 2D spectrum). The simulated data consisted of sinu
ecaying exponentially at a range of different rates, ran

rom 0 to 3/AT, where AT is the length of the simulated ti
omain. Data were apodized using the commonly used
hifted sine bell window and subjected to doubling or qua
ling the time domain length prior to Fourier transformation
ero filling.
Figure 3 shows the error in the fitted peak position

unction of the signal decay rate at a constantS/N.The error is
hown in units of 1/AT, where AT is the length of the ti
omain in seconds. For example, Fig. 3 indicates that
onstant-time HSQC spectrum with a 28-ms maximum d
ion of the constant-time evolution, the accuracy at whic
eak position can be determined equals 0.033/0.0285 1.2 Hz,
l

a
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a

or a S/Nof 20:1, or 0.6Hz at aS/Nof 40:1. As can be see
from Fig. 3, the random error increases relatively rapidly
increasing values of the decay rate, reflecting the increa
linewidth.

Using Fig. 3 for deriving the accuracy of a given p
position requires that the noise in the vicinity of the p
originates from Gaussian distributed noise in the time do
data and the absence of peak shape or phase distortions
final spectrum. Phase errors can result in significant shi
peak position, that to a first approximation are linearly pro
tional to the magnitude of the phase error and to the linew
with an error of 3.2310-3 Hz per degree, per hertz linewid
Particularly at highS/N, errors introduced by such phase d
tortions may dominate the error introduced by thermal no

Resolution considerations.The transverse relaxation ra
of the two 15N–{ 1H} doublet components arerN 6 s 1 RH 1

C, whererN is the inverse of the transverse relaxation tim
in-phase15N magnetization;s is the term resulting from rela-
ation interference between the15N chemical shift anisotrop
and the15N–1H dipolar interaction (35, 36); RH is the 1H spin
flip rate, which is dominated byJ(0) spectral density terms a
is roughly one-third the value ofrN in protonated proteins (50),

FIG. 3. Uncertainty in peak position in units of (AT)21, for simulated dat
with a time domain length AT, as a function of the signal decay rate, forS/N
of 20:1. The uncertainty represents the standard error in peak position,
mined from 500 simulated 2D resonances. Gaussian noise was added
time domain, and apodization with a 60°-shifted sine-bell window was
Error bars correspond to the uncertainty divided byÎ1000. Fornonoverlap
ping signals, no significant dependence of the accuracy on the peak p
algorithm was found, with nearly equivalent (within 10%) performance
contour averaging (59), Gaussian fitting (38), or simple parabolic interpolatio
(38). For parabolic interpolation, no significant improvement was found w
increasing the degree of zero filling from two- to fourfold (and increasin
number of frequency domain data points used in the parabolic fit from 3
For the other two algorithms, performance decreased when using les
fourfold zero filling. The peak position accuracy increases linearly with
S/N. This property was used to scale the random uncertainty found i
simulated spectra, so that the graph corresponds to a constantS/Nlevel (20:1)
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189ONE-BOND COUPLINGS IN PROTEINS
but much smaller in perdeuterated systems;RC applies only fo
13C-labeled proteins and corresponds to the sum of the-
esidue13Ca and preceding13Ca and 13C9 flip rates. Note tha

these flip rates equal half the corresponding13C longitudina
relaxation rates. In larger proteins, the13C longitudinal relax-

tion rates are typically slow (!1 s21), andRC is considerabl
maller thanRH in protonated proteins. However, in perd-

terated systems these rates can become comparable.13C com-
posite pulse decoupling (cpd) can remove theRC contribution
from the 15N linewidth, but was not used in the experime
described in this paper.

Because the cross-correlation rates can become close
agnitude torN, the downfield15N doublet component (fo

which rN ands partially cancel one another) in perdeutera
proteins can be very narrow. In contrast, in protonated pro
the transverse relaxation rate of the downfield compone
dominated byRH, and it therefore exhibits a less drama
narrowing. In the present study, we experimentally deter
the transverse relaxation rates of the upfield and downfiel15N
doublet components in several protonated and perdeute
proteins. This information is essential to optimize simu
neously both spectral resolution and sensitivity.

Sensitivity considerations.The intrinsic sensitivity of a 2D
1H–15N shift correlation experiment is determined by the-
nal-to-noise that can be obtained for the first increment (t1 5 0)
in a given amount of measuring time. If for the regular Ran
Kay enhanced HSQC spectrum (45) S/N5 Q, it would beQ/2
for the TROSY spectrum without the Boltzmann enhancem
or Q/ 2 1 B for the TROSY spectrum with the15N Boltzmann
factor included (37). At equilibrium, and neglecting relaxati
losses,B 5 Q gN/gH ' Q/10. However, in practice relaxatio
losses in the first INEPT transfer and fasterT1 relaxation of15N
relative to1HN, particularly in perdeuterated proteins, result
a significantly largerB/Q ratio. For a protonated protein,
alue for (Q/ 2 1 B)/(Q/ 2) of 1.16 was reported by Pervus

et al. (37). In proteins where the nonexchangeable proton
deuterated the HN T1 can be considerably longer than the15N T1

(51, 52), and (Q/ 2 1 B)/(Q/ 2) in such deuterated proteins
expected to be larger, in particular when a relatively s
delay (ca. 2 s) is used between consecutive scans. For p
terated EIN, we experimentally find values of ca. 1.2.

The sensitivity of a 2D spectrum is directly proportiona
the S/N of the first increment, multiplied by (=N)21 S i

exp[2t 1(i )/T2], where the effect oft1 apodization is neglecte
t1(i) is thet1 duration of theith increment, and a total ofN FIDs
s collected in thet1 dimension. Therefore, if for two15N–1H
orrelation experiments in which a different15N T2 value

applies, thet1 increment is set to a given fraction of t
applicableT2, and the same number oft1 increments is used
the two experiments (resulting in different spectral widths)
relative sensitivity in the two 2D experiments is directly p
portional to theS/N of the spectrum obtained for the firstt1

increment, i.e., toQ for the regular Rance–Kay HSQC, and
a
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Q/ 2 1 B for the Boltzmann-enhanced TROSY. However,
15N linewidth in the TROSY spectrum will be narrower by
factor (rN 2 s 1 RH 1 RC)/(rN 1 RH 1 RC). The TROSY
spectrum yields line narrowing in the1H dimension too, which
in contrast to the indirectly detected15N dimension, results i
an increase in sensitivity.

For the cpd-HSQC experiment (46), the S/N of the first
increment equalsQ exp[22d(rN 1 RH 1 RC)], with d 5
(2JNH)21. As 15N magnetization is in-phase with respect to1HN

during the 1H cpd, RH does not contribute to its transve
relaxation rate (50). In addition, because of the mixed-co
tant-time nature of the15N evolution, the apparent rate of15N

decay in thet1 dimension is reduced by a factor (12 2a), with
a 5 d/t 1max. Relative to the regular HSQC, the intrinsicS/N is
decreased by exp[22d(rN 1 RH 1 RC)], however.

HNCO. For larger proteins, resonance overlap in the
HSQC spectrum can considerably reduce the number of a
for which one-bond1JNH splittings can be measured accurat
The HNCO experiment is the most sensitive triple-reson
experiment and it greatly alleviates the overlap problem
dispersing 1H–15N correlations in the13C9 dimension. Th
narrow downfield15N–{ 1HN} can be obtained using the vario
variants of the TROSY-HNCO experiment. We prefer to
the simple implementation of Yang and Kay (18) in which the

road, upfield15N–{ 1H} component is not actively suppress
but is greatly attenuated during the15N–{ 13C9} de- and rephas-
ing delays (Fig. 1). This experiment does not require sele
pulses for water-flip-back and offers the highestS/N. In the
absence of13C9 decoupling during15N evolution, sensitivity i
twofold lower for the downfield multiplet component co
pared to the13C9-decoupled case, but the presence of13C9–15N
and13C9–1HN splittings in this well-resolved spectrum provid
important additional couplings (53).

Two different approaches can be utilized to obtain infor
ion regarding the1HN splitting, i.e., to determine the frequen
of the other doublet component. First, composite pulse1HN

decoupling can be used in the15N dimension (Fig. 1), yieldin
an intensityQ exp[(4TN 2 2d)RH 2 4TNs)/(Q/ 2 1 B) relative
to the Kay-style TROSY-HNCO (assuming13C9 decoupling in
both experiments). Second, theJ-scaled version of th
TROSY-HNCO can be used (Fig. 2), in which the first inc
ment has the same intensity as the regular TROSY-HNCO
for increasing15N evolution periods the downfield15N double
component is switched with the upfield component for incr
ing amounts of time. This results in faster15N decay, but doe
not affect the intrinsic sensitivity per unit of measuring tim
provided that a correspondingly shorter15N (t2) acquisition
period is used. When theJNH splitting is derived from th
difference in 15N frequency in the TROSY-HNCO and cp
HNCO experiments, the scaling factor is 0.5. When derivin
from TROSY-HNCO and theJ-scaled TROSY-HNCO of Fig
2, the scaling factor is typically close to 1. For larger, perd
terated proteins, whereQ exp[(4TN 2 2d)RH 2 4TNs)/(Q/ 2 1
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190 KONTAXIS, CLORE, AND BAX
B) becomes smaller than 1, this latter approach is cle
preferable.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The methods for measurement of15N–1HN couplings wer
ested for seven samples:15N/13C-labeled ubiquitin (76 res-
dues), 15N/13C/2H-labeled ubiquitin,15N-labeled ubiquitin in
bicelles, 15N-labeled N-terminal domain of enzyme I (2
residues) in isotropic solution,15N/13C/2H-labeled EIN, both in
isotropic solution and in a colloidal suspension of alig
phage particles, and to a FAB fragment of an antibody ra
against cholera toxin (440 residues,Mr 5 50 kDa), in which 19
tyrosine residues were selectively labeled with15N.

omparison of15N Transverse Relaxation Rates

In order to optimize the parameters for measurement o
J splittings, knowledge of the approximate transverse re
ation rates of the up- and downfield15N–{ 1HN} doublet com-
ponents is required. Except for the regular HSQC experim
T2 values were measured as described above under Expe-
al. For EIN, FAB, and protonated ubiquitin, spectra w
ecorded in the 1D mode, and reported rates correspond
verage over the rates measured for resonances downfi
.5 ppm. For measurements in perdeuterated ubiquitin, a

ay-180° (15N)-delay” period preceded the actual15N evolution
period in the 2D TROSY and anti-TROSY experiments,
relaxation for individual resonances was measured as a

TABLE 1
Transverse Decay Times of 1HN-Coupled and -Decoupled 15N

Amide Resonancesa

Proteinc

nH

(MHz)
T2,df

b

(ms)
T2,uf

b

(ms)
T2,cpd

b

(ms)
T2,180

b

(ms)

EIN-N/C/D 800 131 27 51 52
EIN-N/C/D 600 118 33 60 57
EIN-N 800 79 22 52 35
EIN-N 600 72 28 57 39
UBI-N/C/D 800 200 45 74 74
UBI-N/C/D 600 185 55 93 93
UBI-N/C 800 111 40 73 59
UBI-N/C 600 104 46 87 67
FAB-[Y]-N 800 42 12 27 18

a Reported values are the apparent averaged decay constants measu
at–180°–t interval, as described in the text. Random errors, based on dup

xperiments are ca. 4%.
b Transverse decay constants for the downfield (T2,df) and upfield (T2,uf)

15N
oublet components measured using HSQC-TROSY, and for the cp
oupled 15N resonance (T2,cpd) and the 180° (1H) decoupled15N resonanc
T2,180).

c EIN, N-terminal domain of Enzyme 1; UBI, ubiquitin; FAB, Fab fragm
f antibody. Characters following the three-letter protein name correspo

he nuclei that were isotopically enriched. For FAB-[Y]-N, only the tyro
esidues are15N enriched.
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tion of the duration of this period. Results are summarize
Table 1 and confirm that the downfield15N doublet componen
has a much longer decay constant than the upfield compo
As expected, the ratio of these decay rates increases
magnetic field strength and is much higher for perdeute
proteins than for fully protonated ones. For the proton
proteins, theT2 ratio at 800 MHz1H frequency is about 3.
and this drops to ca 2.4 at 600 MHz. For both perdeute
ubiquitin and perdeuterated EIN, these ratios are conside
larger, yielding an average ratio of 4.8 at 800 MHz and 3
600 MHz. For ubiquitin, the decay rates and their ratios

FIG. 4. Effective transverse decay times of the backbone15N double
components in2H/13C/15N ubiquitin at 7° (tc 5 7.0 ns), as measured by a H
echo experiment at 800-MHz1H frequency (see text). (A) Upfield15N–{ 1H}
doublet component; (B) downfield15N–{ 1H} doublet component; (C) ratio
the transverse decay times of the downfield and upfield15N decay times
Random errors in the rates are estimated to be less than 3%. Ubiq
secondary structure is marked schematically above A. C-terminal re
73–76 are highly mobile.
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191ONE-BOND COUPLINGS IN PROTEINS
shown as a function of residue number in Fig. 4. Clearly, t
is a wide range of variation in the decay rate of the na
component (1856 30 ms at 600 MHz; 2006 40 ms at 80

Hz), whereas the upfield component shows a much m
omogeneous behavior (556 4 ms at 600 MHz; 456 3 ms a
00 MHz). This can be rationalized by the fact that deca

he narrow component is dominated byr 2 s, whereas th
pfield decay is dominated byr 1 s. As r and s are of
omparable magnitude, a small fluctuation ins (correspondin

to a variation in the orientation or magnitude of the15N CSA
tensor) causes a much larger fractional change inr 2 s than in
r 1 s. Also, conformational and hydrogen exchange co
butions to the transverse relaxation rate, which have the
absolute magnitude for both doublet components, have a
larger fractional effect on the slowest relaxing componen

As expected, the effective15N decay rate measured in t
180° refocused regular HSQC experiment corresponds cl
to the average of those of the upfield and downfield dou
components (Table 1). Compared to this refocused re
HSQC experiment, the15N decay rate measured in the c
HSQC experiment is ca. 30% longer in the protonated sam
but virtually unchanged for the perdeuterated proteins.

Comparison of1HN Decay Rates

In protonated proteins, the1H T2 is dominated by homo-
nuclear dipolar interactions and is therefore much shorter
the 15N T2 of backbone amides. In highly perdeuterated-
teins, however, the1HN T2 is dominated by the15N–1HN dipolar
interaction (54) and much narrower linewidths can be obtain
As it potentially could be advantageous to measure1H–15N
dipolar splittings in the1H dimension, we also have measu
the transverse decay rates of the two1HN–{ 15N} doublet com-

onents in15N/13C/2H-labeled ubiquitin. Results recorded
800 MHz are shown in Fig. 5. On average, at 800 MHz
decay rate for the narrow, upfield doublet componen
1.776 0.38 times slower than for the downfield component

substantial degree of variation is seen. In particular, ins
ion of Fig. 5 shows that fora-helical residues the narrowing
the upfield doublet component is much smaller than for t
in the b-sheet. This agrees with earlier measurements, w
ndicate that the relaxation interference between HN CSA and

1HN–15N dipolar interactions is, on average, smaller in hel
than in theb-sheet (55, 56). As was the case for15N, the broad
1HN–{ 15N} doublet component shows remarkably homo-
neous relaxation rates (496 6 ms at 600 MHz; 446 7 ms a
800 MHz), whereas a much wider range of rates (786 22 ms
at 600 MHz; 806 24 ms at 800 MHz) is observed for t
narrower, upfield component. Although in perdeuterated
teins the broadest1H doublet component relaxes at a r
comparable to the broadest15N doublet component, in aligne
samples further1HN line broadening results from unresolv
homonuclear 1HN–1HN dipolar couplings, whereas hete-
nuclear15N–1H dipolar couplings are much smaller. Toget
re
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with the very narrow linewidth of the downfield15N compo-
nent relative to the upfield1HN component, this makes
preferable to measure15N–1HN splittings in the15N dimension

Measurement of15N–1HN splittings. For 15N-labeled ubiq-
uitin in bicelles, comparison of the NH splittings (1JNH 1
1DNH) obtained by the IPAP-HSQC method with twice
difference between the15N frequency in the TROSY and t
cpd-HSQC spectra yields good agreement, with a pair
rmsd of 0.6 Hz and no apparent systematic errors (dat
shown). When attempting to calculate the1JNH 1 1DNH value

FIG. 5. Effective transverse decay times of the backbone1HN double
components in2H/13C/15N ubiquitin at 7° (tc 5 7.0 ns), as measured by a Ha
echo experiment at 800-MHz1H frequency (see text). (A) Upfield1HN–{ 15N}
doublet component; (B) downfield1HN–{ 15N} doublet component; (C) ratio o
the transverse decay times of the upfield and downfield1HN decay times
Random errors in the rates are estimated to be less than 3%.
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192 KONTAXIS, CLORE, AND BAX
from frequencies measured in the1H dimension of the TROS
and the cpd-HSQC spectra, the pairwise rmsd relative t
IPAP splittings is considerably larger (3.1 Hz), which co
sponds to an rms error of 1.1 Hz in the determination of th1H
resonance frequency of individual peaks. This larger e
reflects the large linewidth in the1HN dimension of the aligne
ample, which is dominated by mostly unresolved1H–1H di-

polar couplings in this nondeuterated protein and which
versely affects the accuracy of peak picking.

When applied to phage-oriented2H/15N/13C-EIN at 750
MHz, the resulting IPAP-HSQC subspectra, correspondin
the downfield and upfield15N–{ 1HN} doublet components
differ greatly in 15N linewidth and intensity (Fig. 6A).As

iscussed before, this results from cross correlation bet
he 1H–15N dipolar and15N CSA relaxation mechanisms. O
average, the upfield component is about twofold weaker
broader than the downfield multiplet component, resultin
an approximately fourfold increase in the uncertainty o
peak position relative to the downfield component. So, if
uncertainty in the downfield peak position isU, the uncertaint
in the upfield position is 4U, and the random error in th
splitting is U=17. Resolution of the downfield componen
limited by the acquisition parameters used in thet1 dimension
and could be improved by longer sampling in thet1 dimension
However, as the uncertainty in the splitting is already do
nated by the error in the peak position of the upfield com
nent, longert1 acquisition would not improve the accuracy
the measured splitting.

The two doublet components, measured separately i
mixed-constant-time cpd-HSQC and TROSY spectra (Fig
have comparableS/N,and the15N linewidth in the cpd-HSQC
pectrum is only about 1.3 times larger than in the TRO

FIG. 6. Small regions of1H–15N HSQC correlation spectra of the EIN
750 MHz and 40°. All spectra were apodized with 63°-shifted sine-bell
dimension. (A) IPAP-HSQC-spectrum (45), recorded with at1 (15N) acquisitio
he downfield (thick contours) and upfield (thin contours) doublet compo
as achieved using a scaling factor for the antiphase EIN spectrum rel
ROSY-HSQC spectra. The acquisition times were 100 ms int1 (15N) and 77

15N–1HN splittings (in hertz) are marked together with the sequential a
imension; due to the larger linewidth in the1HN dimension, the random u
he
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spectrum, resulting in a 1.3 times larger uncertainty in p
position. TheS/N ratio for the TROSY and the cpd-HSQ
spectra is about 20% higher than for the downfield IP
HSQC component (total measuring time for cpd-HSQC
TROSY-HSQC equals that of the IPAP-HSQC data set)
sulting in an uncertainty in the measured half-splitting
U(1 1 1.32)1/ 2/1.2 ' 1.4U, or an rms error of 2.8U in the full
splitting. So, despite the fact that the15N splitting measured i
the cpd-HSQC relative to the TROSY spectrum is o
(1JNH 1 1DNH)/2, instead of (1JNH 1 1DNH) in the IPAP-HSQC
experiment, for larger proteins the accuracy of (1JNH 1 1DNH)
is somewhat better than for the IPAP-HSQC method. Also
narrower linewidth in the cpd-HSQC spectrum relative to
of the upfield component in the IPAP-HSQC spectrum red
spectral overlap. The pairwise rmsd of the two sets of m
sured dipolar couplings is 1.76 Hz (Fig. 7A), indicating that
error in the dipolar coupling from the TROSY/cpd-HS
method is ca. 1 Hz.

The dipolar NH couplings define the molecular alignm
tensor. Due to partial proteolysis of the C-terminal tail of
phage containing EIN sample and resulting extensive sp
overlap, only a limited number of dipolar couplings could
obtained from the 2D spectra. Figure 7B shows a plot o
measured dipolar couplings versus those predicted on the
of a 2.5 Å crystal structure (pdb code 1ZYM) (57). Comparison

f Figs. 7A and 7B shows that the accuracy of the mea
ent is much better than the agreement between the mea
ata and those predicted by this relatively low resolution X
tructure. Therefore, the accuracy of the dipolar coupling
urement is fully sufficient for use in structure calculation
For larger proteins, spectral overlap in the 2D HSQC

ROSY spectra limits the number of residues for which1DNH

a colloidal suspension of filamentous bacteriophagefd. Spectra are recorded
ared windows in the1HN dimension and a 63°-shifted sine-bell window in the15N
me of 100 ms and at2 (1HN) acquisition time of 77 ms. The spectra contain
ts are superimposed. Optimum separation of the upfield and downfieldents
e to the in-phase HSQC spectrum of 1.18. (B) Superposition of the cpd
int2 for cpd-HSQC, and 130 ms (t1) and 100 ms (t2) for TROSY-HSQC. Th

gnment. Splittings marked in B correspond to measured displacemen15N
rtainty in the relative displacement in the1H dimension is considerably large
, in
squ
n ti
nen
ativ
ms
ssi
nce
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193ONE-BOND COUPLINGS IN PROTEINS
can be measured and couplings are more conveniently ob
from 3D HNCO spectra. As the15N magnetization evolve
during the mixed-constant-time15N evolution period,t2 (Fig.
1), the decay for the lastt2 increment corresponds
exp[2(t 2max 2 2TN)/T2], where 2TN is the 15N–13C de-/rephas-
ing duration (33 ms) andT2 is the applicable decay constant
the TROSY- and CPD-decoupled in-phase15N magnetization
13C9 T2 relaxation is relatively rapid, particularly at high fie
strengths. Together with the rather narrow spectral win
covered by the13C9 resonances, a relatively small number ot1

increments (32 in our experiments) is needed, therefore.
ever, because of the rather long HN T1 in perdeuterated pr-
teins, and the requirement for a two-step phase cycle
artifact suppression, the maximum number oft2 increment
that can be covered in a typical 24-h measurement is lim
Data reported here were recorded as 32*3 64* 3 768*
(cpd-HNCO) and 32*3 100* 3 768* (TROSY-HNCO) ma
rices.

Figure 8 shows superimposed small1H–15N cross section
from 3D cpd-HNCO and TROSY-HNCO spectra of EIN
isotropic solution (A, C, E) and in the aligned phage med
(B, D, F), taken at the13C9 chemical shifts of A101, A102, an
A103. On average, after correcting for the 1.6 times lo
measuring time of the TROSY-HNCO spectrum relative to
cpd-HNCO, itsS/N ratio remains approximately 1.36 0.3
imes higher than for the cpd-HNCO spectrum. This confi
hat for larger, perdeuterated proteins TROSY-HNCO is in
ically more sensitive per unit of time than the cpd-HN
xperiment. Next to the narrower1HN linewidth in TROSY-

HNCO, the longert2 of the downfield15N doublet componen
compared to the cpd-decoupled15N resonance, applicable du-
ng the relatively long15N–{ 13C9} de- and rephasing periods,
primarily responsible for this increase inS/N (15–18). Com-
bined, the TROSY-HNCO and cpd-HNCO experiments
vide an effective and sensitive method for measuring the
bond 1H–15N dipolar couplings in larger proteins w
reasonable accuracy.

For perdeuterated proteins which are also15N- and 13C-

FIG. 7. Comparison of dipolar couplings in EIN. (A) Correlation be
obtained from TROSY-HSQC and cpd-HSQC data sets (see Fig. 6). Th
n the text, the IPAP-HSQC data have larger random uncertainty than
btained from TROSY-HSQC-/cpd-HSQC, versus couplings predicted
ed
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enriched, it can be advantageous to use the TROSY-H
experiment to record the narrow15N doublet component wit
very high resolution, in such a way that it can also be use
measure1JC9N and 2JC9HN splittings. Clearly, it is not necessa
(and frequently impossible) to resolve the small1JC9N splitting
when recording separately the upfield15N doublet componen

en the dipolar couplings obtained from the IPAP-HSQC spectrum vers
irwise rmsd equals 1.76 Hz; the correlation coefficientR equals 0.984. As discuss

ose derived from TROSY-HSQC/cpd-HSQC. (B) Experimental dipolar
its 2.5-Å resolution X-ray crystal structure (57; pdb code 1ZYM).

FIG. 8. Small sections showing superimposed small regions from th
cpd-HNCO spectrum (thick contours) and TROSY-HNCO spectrum
contours) of2H/13C/15N EIN in isotropic phase (A,C,E) and in thefd solution
B,D,F), recorded at 600-MHz1H frequency. The acquisition times were 21
n t1 (13C9), 51 ms int2 (15N), and 45 ms int3 for cpd-HNCO, and 21 ms int1

(13C9), 80 ms int2 (15N) and 45 ms in t3 for TROSY-HNCO. Both spectra we
apodized with 63°-shifted sine-bell squared windows in the1HN dimension an

63°-shifted sine-bell window in the15N and 13C dimension.
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194 KONTAXIS, CLORE, AND BAX
This is illustrated in Fig. 9, for superimposed small region
the 3D TROSY-HNCO (pulse sequence of Fig. 1) andJ-scaled
TROSY-HNCO spectra (pulse sequence of Fig. 2). No att
is made to resolve these splittings when optimizing the p
scheme for detection of the upfield doublet component, w
utilizes a much shorter acquisition time in thet2 (15N) dimen-
sion than the regular TROSY-HNCO spectrum. The sca
factora employed in theJ-scaled TROSY-HNCO experime
was 0.748, and the splittings marked in Fig. 9 correspon
(1 1 a)/2 5 87.4% of the true1JNH splittings. The1JC9N and
2JC9HN are not scaled.

It should be pointed out that the above discussed sens
gain in TROSY-HSQC and TROSY-based 3D experim
applies to perdeuterated proteins. For fully protonated pro
at high magnetic field strength, the proton spin-flip rate,RH,
dominates the transverse relaxation rate of the15N downfield
doublet component. The increase in the TROSY15N decay
constant relative to the CPD-decoupled15N signal (which is no
affected byRH) is therefore much smaller (Table 1) and d
not necessarily offset the smaller amount of magnetiz
available after the first INEPT transfer.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The 15N decay rates in the TROSY, HSQC, and cpd-HS
spectra are all dominated byJ(0) spectral density terms. The

FIG. 9. Superposition of small sections taken from the 3D TRO
HNCO and 3DJ-scaled TROSY-HNCO spectrum of EIN in the isotro
phase, recorded at 800-MHz1H frequency. The acquisition times were 16
n t1 (13C9), and 92 ms in t3 for both spectra, and 115 ms int2 (15N) for
ROSY-HNCO and 33 ms forJ-scaled TROSY-HNCO. Both spectra w
podized with 63°-shifted sine-bell squared windows in the1HN dimension an
63°-shifted sine-bell window in the15N and 13C dimension. No13C9 decou-

pling was used during15N evolution of the TROSY-HNCO spectrum, result
in the antiphase doublet pattern for the downfield15N–{ 1H} doublet compo-
nent, from which1JC9N and 2JC9HN can be measured (see inset). TheJ-scaled

ROSY-HNCO spectrum (scaling factora 5 0.748) is recorded with13C9
decoupling during15N evolution. 15N–{ 1H} J splittings are scaled by (11a)/
2 5 0.874.
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ratios are, therefore, to a good approximation, independe
the rotational correlation time, and results reported here c
readily extrapolated to any other protein for which the app
imate rotational correlation time is known.

Comparison of relaxation rates of the two15N–{ 1H} doublet
components and the cpd-decoupled and regular HSQC e
iments shows distinctly different results for protonated prot
and proteins in which the nonexchanging hydrogens are
stituted by deuterium. In these deuterated proteins,1H–1H
spin-flip rates are low and do not contribute very much to
transverse relaxation of the15N doublet components. As
result of relaxation interference, the downfield and up
doublet components differ in transverse relaxation rate
factor of 4.86 0.8 for perdeuterated EIN at 800 MHz a
3.6 6 0.5 at 600 MHz. For perdeuterated ubiquitin, the ra
are 4.56 0.8 at 800 MHz and 3.46 0.5 at 600 MHz. Th
cpd-decoupled and regular HSQC15N decay rates are nea
identical and correspond to the average decay rate of th
doublet components. In fully protonated proteins the dou
components differ in transverse relaxation rate by a fact
3.6 for EIN at 800 MHz and 2.6 at 600 MHz, and for ubiqui
the ratios are 2.8 (800 MHz) and 2.3 (600 MHz). The reg
HSQC 15N decay rate again corresponds to the average o
two doublet components, but the cpd-decoupled in-phas15N
magnetization exhibits a 25% slower transverse relaxation
The mixed-constant-time nature of the evolution period in
cpd-decoupled HSQC experiment offers an additional pe
of 1/JNH of decay-free evolution, decreasing the apparen15N
decay rate even further.

The intensity of the first increment of the 2D1H–15N corre-
lation spectrum, which determines the integrated intensi
the corresponding correlation in the 2D spectrum, is highe
the regular HSQC spectrum and approximately 40% lowe
the TROSY spectrum. Compared to the regular HSQC s
trum, the first increment of the cpd-decoupled HSQC spec
(which includes an additional15N decay period of duration
1/JNH) is weaker by 10% for the rapidly tumbling ubiqui
(tc 5 7 ns at 7°, and by nearly 50% for the much larger
(tc ' 23 ns). These ratios are not much affected by whethe

rotein is protonated or deuterated.
We have demonstrated that accurate1H–15N dipolar cou-

plings in weakly aligned proteins can be measured from
difference in15N frequency in a TROSY-HSQC spectrum a
a cpd-HSQC spectrum, provided that proper compensat
made for the differential radiofrequency heating in the
experiments. For perdeuterated proteins, the15N transvers
decay rates in the cpd-decoupled and the regular HSQC e
iment are very similar. For these proteins the regular1H–15N
HSQC, including Rance–Kay sensitivity enhancement (45) and

1H 180° pulse for decoupling in thet1 dimension, is therefor
preferred because of its inherently slightly higher sensit
and the absence of a need for temperature compensatio
larger proteins, the accuracy at which1H–15N dipolar coupling
can be measured from the1H–15N TROSY-HSQC and th

-
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195ONE-BOND COUPLINGS IN PROTEINS
regular HSQC (cpd-HSQC for protonated proteins) surpa
that of the IPAP-HSQC approach. The approach is re
extended to 3D NMR experiments such as HNCO, where
combination of TROSY-HNCO and mixed-constant-time c
HNCO provides two spectra with adequate sensitivity
resolution. For perdeuterated proteins, the combined reco
of the TROSY-HNCO and theJ-scaled TROSY-HNCO spe
tra provides the most attractive method to measure the1H–15N
splittings. If the TROSY-HNCO spectrum is recorded at h
15N resolution, this permits simultaneous measurement of
bond 13C9–15N and two-bond13C9–1HN splittings too.
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